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first off, the classic drum fills, stabs, and claps of a reggae bassline, with the help of popular and influential drummers such as sintaximus, who contributed rhythmic ideas and beats to many of the keys basslines and drum fills throughout this collection. because of the
many styles of reggae basslines, we are going to give you 10 basslines and drums to kick off our collection. for each of these basslines, we also have a bonus drum fill variation to add to your collection. with the included percussion, you get everything you need to
establish a solid foundation of the beats, be they shuffle, reggae, dancehall, rocksteady, afrobeat, funky grooves, old skool, or any other subgenre you can think of. if youre looking for a way to add a solid foundation to your tracks, this is the one stop shop to do just
that. ezkeys gives you an extensive library of sequences that are a one stop shop for adding chords, scales and progressions to your tracks. there are just so many ways to add melody and chords to a song, all from a single organ sound. whether it be a piano, organ,
woodwind or electric guitar, youll be able to add a chording library to a song in no time at all. back to the bass. a bass line often is the anchor of a track that keeps everything in its place. with ezkeys, you get the tools to get you started on a bass part. from a single
bass note to a chord progression to simply adding to the backbeats, youll have no problems writing anything from now on. a key part of the backbone of any reggae track is the drums. once again, youll be able to add to the foundation with ezkeys which comes with a
library of drum elements performed by a session drummer. from a solid two-kick arrangement to a simple syncopated hat, the selection of drum elements in ezkeys are limitless.
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